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THE SICHEL FAMILY

IN 1883 Peter SICHEL’s great grandfather went to Bordeaux from England and set 

Peter Allan SICHEL,

Peter’s oldest son Allan SICHEL 
President of the Conseil Interprofessionnel du Vin de Bordeaux (CIVB) and President 

Charles SICHEL

James SICHEL

Benjamin SICHEL 

David SICHEL

 Alexander and Max Sichel

At the head of a wine patrimony of 350 hectares, the SICHEL family can be proud 

of wine.
Alexander, James, Benjamin, Allan, Charles, Max and David Sichel  



THE SICHEL PHILOSOPHY

Maison SICHEL is above all a family company, organised around six guiding principles.

A FAMILY STRUCTURE MUST LOOK TO THE LONG TERM.

so control the winemaking process from A to Z.

KNOW THE MARKET

is a golden rule. At Maison SICHEL we work to the principle that we never impose our way 
of working on our customers but adapt to their needs and the wine-drinking habits of their 
market. 

Maison SICHEL supplies more than wine… it supplies a service.
An important part of what we do is working with major distributors and retailers, who market 
wines under their own labels. These companies need a solid, dependable partner, who has 

“We don’t sell for our suppliers, we buy for our customers.”

 

MAKE THE ENVIRONMENT A PRIORITY

landscape were all key elements of the design and build.



 

From their beginnings as négociants in the 19th century, the SICHELs prospered. In 1938 
Peter’s father, Allan SICHEL, joined three other families to purchase the legendary, but then 

the Sichel family home ever since. In 1961 it was even more run down than PALMER but 

which became Château Trillol in 2009.

Argadens, bought by the Sichel family in 2002. 

category. To achieve this, a major investment programme was launched to restructure the 



Bordeaux to build its own winery in 1967 and it remains 
the only one of its kind in the region today. 
was that of wine luminary, Peter A SICHEL, who saw the 
future for quality winemaking in Bordeaux based on control 
of the winemaking process at every stage.

The BEL AIR winery is in the village of Saint-Maixant, 40 km 

increase in vat capacity (3,300    hl of vats have been added, 
bringing capacity to 22,300 hl) and the latest energy-saving technology will give SICHEL the 

living ‘green roof’ not only helps the winery blend in with the surrounding countryside 

T

a premium price for top quality grapes. As importantly, every year since 1967 (Photo right: 
the BEL AIR winery in 1967), oenologists from the BEL AIR winery have worked with the 

BEL AIR produces Bordeaux red, white and rosé as well as Graves red wines. It is here 
that the company’s made-to-measure wines for its airline and other major customers on 

SIRIUS. 
          9 566 hl Bordeaux red,
          1 480 hl Bordeaux white,



SICSOE

invested 3.1 million euros in a new environmentally-friendly plant at Cénac, near Bordeaux, 

The plant incorporates an in-house laboratory, which carries out some 27,000 quality control 

The wine safe or “bunker”, as it is known, ensures a top-security storage environment, 

years planning and at a cost of 10 million euros.

on racks rising to 8 meters in the concrete 

sprinkler system assures the security of the wines, while temperature, light and humidity are 

The new bunker has virtually doubled the surface area of SICSOE (Sichel Sud Ouest 

available to outside companies on a per-case / per-month basis.



Empire architecture, was built around 1856 by the wealthy Pereire family, powerful bankers 

In 1938 Château PALMER was bought by the Sichel family and a group of friends from the 
Bordeaux wine world.

Today, the estate covers 55 hectares of land that is 

or mounds. The greatness of this AOC Margaux Third 

soil, sub-soil, microclimate, drainage and exposure to the 

The vineyard is planted with:

Vines are planted at a density of 10,000 plants per 

capacity (54 stainless steel vats up from 35, each containing 195 hectolitres opposed to 89), 

on the structure of the vintage.

Château PALMER and Biodynamics 
Since 2008, there has been a gradual conversion to biodynamic farming methods, a system 

its environment.



Bordeaux, and has been the SICHEL family home since they acquired it in 1961.

 situated in one block on the large gravel plateau known as, ‘le 

character.

Wines:

Second wine , poduced from younger vines.



Château TRILLOL in the Corbières area of the Languedoc was bought by the late Peter SICHEL 
in 1990. Château TRILLOL is situated near the hilltop village of Montgaillard, in the southwest 

coolest areas of the region. TRILLOL consequently produces less full-bodied reds than many 

also produces the rarer white Corbières.

(Roussanne, Maccabeu).

and, under his guiding rule that quality begins in 
the vineyard, TRILLOL is currently undergoing a 

management and a part of the crop to be harvested 
mechanically. Ben SICHEL is also doubling the 

and volume. Part of the challenge is the wide variety 
of soils, and microclimates at TRILLOL.

Says Ben SICHEL, “We have now reached the 

In 2009, the SICHEL family bought up the last plots of vines adjoining the estate. From now 

Château TRILLOL wines:



Maison SICHEL has always been strongly involved in the control of its sources of supply. They have 
done this through the BEL-AIR winery but also by owning their own vineyards. In 2002, the company 

Bois, near to the BEL-AIR winery.

Since its purchase, a major investment programme has been under way to restructure the vineyard, 

several years have enabled it to use certain parcels as 

The winegrower partners, who supply the BEL-AIR winery with 
grapes, have been able to share the results of this research to 

 
Château ARGADENS has also converted to integrated 
farming methods to protect the environment and animal 
and plant diversity.

an EMS (Environmental Management System (joint project 

to gradually engage with sustainable development), Château 

by turning to integrated farming: 

• No chemical weed control on most plots since 2006 

• 5,000-hectolitre water treatment plant 

• Three hundred meters of hedges were planted in 2009 to foster ecosystems 

• Full ban on chemicals that are rated toxic for humans and the environment 

philosophy in its own right.

Vineyard surface area: 40 hectares
• Red (36 hectares):
• White (4 hectares)

white.

Château ARGADENS wines:



In 1985 a new concept in Bordeaux winemaking was created

usually reserved for top châteaux wines?”

SIRIUS was, in fact, a New World concept. Here the 
quality of a wine is determined very much by the quality 

that although character is drawn from the soil, quality 

investment, it is possible to make regional or ‘generic’ 
Bordeaux of a quality that takes it out of its class.

Cabernet Franc) and in white (Sémillon and Sauvignon 
Blanc).

Les Hauts de Bel-Air (AOC Bordeaux white, red and rosé) is balanced, fresh, supple and fruit-

Sichel’s Bel-Air winery.

 

 



is based on the quality of the grapes delivered to the winery – encouragement for everyone 

Maison SICHEL produces the Bordeaux red, Margaux and Sauternes wines in the range at 
its BEL-AIR winery.



RESULTS OF 2017 COMPETITIONS

Wines Vintage Medals

CAVE BEL AIR Bordeaux rge 2015 Blaye SILVER

CAVE BEL AIR Bordeaux rge 2015 SILVER

ARGADENS Bordeaux blc 2016 Concours de Bordeaux GOLD

ARGADENS Bordeaux blc 2016 GOLD

ARGADENS Bordeaux blc 2016 BRONZE

ARGADENS Bordeaux rge 2015 GOLD

ARGADENS Bordeaux rge 2015 Concours de Bordeaux SILVER

ARGADENS Bordeaux rge 2014 SILVER

ARGADENS Bordeaux rge 2014 BRONZE

SIRIUS Bordeaux blc 2016 GOLD

SIRIUS Bordeaux blc 2016 Concours de Bordeaux SILVER

SIRIUS Bordeaux blc 2016 Mâcon BRONZE

SIRIUS Bordeaux blc 2016

SIRIUS Bordeaux rge 2015 GOLD

SIRIUS Bordeaux rge 2015 SILVER

TRILLOL Corbières rge 2014 SILVER

TRILLOL Corbières rge 2013 SILVER

TRILLOL Corbières rge 2014 Concours Interprofessionnel des Vis de 
Corbières BRONZE

TRILLOL 
PRESTIGE Corbières rge 2013 SILVER



Company founded in 1883. Based in Bordeaux, France.

Breakdown of Export turnover, 2016

2016 Total Export
(main markets)

UK Rest of  Europe USA/ Canada Rest of 
the world

 
Operates on 50 countries worldwide. UK is the biggest export market in volume and value and 

Owns: Château Angludet (Margaux), Château Trillol (Corbières), Château Argadens (Bordeaux 

Major wines

Employs 

Sichel website : www.sichel.fr

 



CONTACT

UK : 

US / Canada:
James Sichel (US - Canada) / Edouard Braastad (US) / Alexander Sichel (US)

UK/Asia :
Charles Sichel

Hong Kong / China :
Marie Mery

China : 
Mickael Zheng

Denmark, Belgium, Eastern Europe and Russia:
David Sichel

Russia /Eastern Europe:
Pavel Gubanov

Korea:
Hye Jong BYEON

Germany , Netherlands, Austria 
Judith Hanekamp


